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Use case overview 
Post-trade processes have been modeled as a set of use cases, each of which addresses a 

particular scenario that simulates the overall market process that the hackathon event is 

targeting. 

To kick this off, two use cases are being released ahead of the event and discussed on today’s 

(07-Sep-2018) webinar. The intent is for participants to get familiar with CDM’s trade/event 

representation, along with test trade data that will be used during the hackathon. Additionally, 

this will help participants prime their solutions by setting up the trade and reference data. 

Subsequent use cases will leverage the same trade and reference data. These additional use 

cases will be announced on the day of the event. 
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Use Case 1: Set-up 
Set-up counterparty data 

 

Description 

On-boarding clients is fundamental to business networks, and information about contract 

counterparties needs to be registered and maintained as static reference data, which will be 

subsequently reflected on transactions. 

 

Use case data 

A simplified model of organizational data includes randomized legal entity and account 
information to motivate on-boarding counterparties and handling of confidential data in a 
shared environment 
 

While various configurations are possible, in this simulated data an organization has one legal 

entity associated to it, but can have multiple accounts. The parameters for simulation data are: 

 
The dataset provides for 5 Clients (each with 3 accounts), 3 Dealers (each with 5 accounts) and 

1 CCP (with 1 account).  

 

E.g. Dealer-D03 has 5 accounts, all under the same legal entity structure. 

 

Category:  

Mandatory requirement for participants to implement 

 

Task:  

ID: UC-1 

Onboard organizations and enable privacy controls.  

Ensure confidentiality on transaction data and trade activities. 
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Associated Files & Descriptions 

Data file name: PreEventData/UC1_Setup.json 

Description: Array of organizational data records, as described above. 

Sample entry: 

{ 

  "partyId" : "0702760072297", 

  "legalEntityId" : "164400D01FFCET2EKS42", 

  "type" : "DEALER", 

  "account" : "D01766504555", 

  "name" : "DEALER-D01" 

}, 
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Use Case 2: New Trade Event 
Process new trades 

 

Description 
A new trade event initiates the post-trade life cycle of a contract. Traded products under 
consideration include vanilla interest rate swaps, interest rate basis swaps and credit default 
swap, defined using standard market conventions.  
 

Use case data 

A randomized set of trades, each conforming to CDM’s model of NewTrade event, are 

generated and provided to the participants. The trade population conforms to standard market 

conventions for OTC rates and credit derivatives, and represents cleared and bilateral trades. 

 

The data set allows for business networks to have a meaningful simulation of post-trade 

processes. This use case is defined around one CCP and multiple bilateral workflows.  

 

Per the table below, the simulation generates new trade events spanning a 1-month period. 

Other use cases will leverage this data to simulate life cycle events over a longer timeframe. 

 
For every business date during this period, approximately 5-6 new trade events are generated 

across cleared / bilateral trade types, interest rate / credit product types and across various 

counterparties. Random variations in currencies, notionals, rates, spreads, etc are considered 

as part of the data generation. 

 

Category:  

Mandatory requirement for participants to implement 

 

Task 

ID: UC-2 

Process and load new trade events in the platforms.  

Establish ability to query trades and generate simple summary statistics on the population with 

a view to supporting trade and life cycling events. 
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Associated Files & Descriptions 

Data files folder:  PreEventData /UC2_NewTrade  

Description: A JSON file per new trade containing the NewTrade event data. 

A sample new trade event in CDM notation is shown below  
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Appendix 

Use Case 1: Setup 

A party is defined with details as described below. Some of data fields in this list are used in the 

CDM event/trade documents. 

 

 Type: Organizational type defined as CCP, DEALER, or CLIENT. This represents the role 
an organization plays in the network and is key to differentiate the type of trades 
(cleared vs. bilateral and dealer-to-dealer vs. dealer-to-client) generated in this 
simulation. 

 

 Name: For the simulation, an organization’s name is simply a combination of type with 
an unique numeric tag.  

 
E.g. CLIENT-C05 for Client #5, DEALER-D03 for Dealer #3 and CCP-P01 for CCP #1 
The tags “C05” indicates client, “D03” indicates dealer and “P01” indicates CCP, and is 
used in other relevant identifiers for ease of identification and association with the 
simulation data. 

 

 partyId: A randomized identifier that serves as a key to the data record. 
 

E.g. 0702760072297 as an identifier 
 

 legalEntityId: Conforms to the technical specification for LEI. It is has randomized LOU-
Codes and Entity-Identifications (with some customizations). 

 
E.g. 722800C010XVY0N4RP21 for a client, and note the embedded tag “C01”; 
648900D0202HZ4OEXE47 for a dealer, embedding the tag “D02” 

 

 Account: represents specific account to be used in a trade. 
 

E.g. D01766504555 is an account for Dealer-D01 
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Use Case 2: New Trade Events 

A few observations on the trade population 

 Event: CDM’s focus on events as the model for post-trade processing leads to “Event” as 
the fundamental data structure. The event data structure acts as the primary container 
of all data required to represent the data structure. 
 

 CDM documentation expands on the various attributes of the model. The intent and the 
associated primitive for the NewTrade event is the only event considered in this use 
case. 
 

 Contract is the data structure to contain a trade’s economic terms and allows for 
products to be composed from its payouts – interest rate and credit default payouts are 
used for this and other use cases. 
 

 Vanilla Fixed Float & Basis Interest Rate Swaps, and Credit Default Swaps on Indices are 
the products represented in the trade population. 
 

 The products conform to market conventions, which have been randomized. The 
product structures remain as vanilla as possible. 
 

 Counterparty dat: Uses data defined in the UC1 Use case. CDM’s Event and Contracts 
will refer to this data. 
  

 Identifiers, event dates, etc. have been randomized. 
 

 Accrual & payment schedules, floating rate definitions, and reset schedules for interest 
rate payouts adhere to market conventions.  
 

 Credit default payouts are defined for CDX and iTraxx indices. The product identifier 
standards for CDS are yet to be finalized in CDM, and the asset class and product 
qualifiers in the dataset are for information purposes only. 
 

 Cleared trades generate Beta and Gamma trades. The economic terms will be identical 
as expected with the only difference being the parties and associated identifiers. 
 

 Bilateral trades are also represented in the population, both between Dealer-to-Dealer 
and Dealer-to-Clients. 

 


